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poems covering large amounts of different feelings in mixed feelings avan jogia explores his complicated emotions around race identity
religion and family through poetry and imagery drawing on the author s own life story as well as interviews he s conducted with
friends and strangers mixed feelings serves as a dialogue starter for difficult topics that now more than ever need to be discussed often
more than not we try to put our love experience into words i have collected all of mine and done just that it has been done all around
the world for centuries in millions of books but what is unique and new however is my perspective of love i have been writing my
accounts of love since i was a young girl i have seen the love my grandfather gave my grandmother till he passed away the love my
parents never gave each other the love of a friend and many more i have seen them all and experienced some they are the best and
the worst of life and i still have more yet to endure my experiences are not only mine many of us have been through such events that
are similar and maybe you will find that one in my book i hope my book will open the minds of the world so that they can see love in
its many different forms feelings and identities love is not just a four letter word to be thrown around as if it has no meaning or life
itself my stories and songs of love speak to anyone who has ever been touched by love even if you haven t you will be able to
understand what i feel and know that love will come and touch you soon my feelings unlocked a collection of poems from my heart
presents a collection of poems written by author patrick schady over the past few years most of them are dedicated to his family
because that is the only way he knows how to convey his love to them his family however represents the most important aspect of his
life and this collection gives voice to his deepest emotions regarding all of them his pen is the key that unlocks his true feelings
accordingly the first part of this collection is devoted to and for his family offering a very emotional experience the second part of this
collection chronicles events that have taken place in his life that caused him to reflect upon them and transcribe his true feelings into
rhyme my feelings unlocked shares an emotional journey of the heart to a source of unconditional love the family all poetry no matter
what genre has to come from the heart for without feeling behind the words then the words are but shallow empty shells upon the
page poetry has to be felt by the writer in order to pass on that same feeling to the reader of the piece in feelings poetry author gary
mclauchlan presents a poignant collection of poems that expresses his innermost feelings deep within his heart growing up i have
always had a desire to write poetry it has become my greatest passion there is nothing that compasses to expressing your true feelings
of the heart i give god all the glory for my ability to do so these poems are about being open and honest when expressing your feelings
for the one that you love without any hesitations and if your feelings are real there shouldnt be love is a real emotion that should not be
toyed with after you read this book read it again let it enter your mind and soul love is a powerful thing there is a lot that i could say
but i would like for you to read it for yourself and your feelings and emotions will automatically enhance because i feel it too emotions
is a book of poems and poem stories on feelings yours mine and ours sensitivities called to mind by the highs and lows good and bad
honest and warm feelings we experience emotions help us to get in touch with the pains joys and passions we encounter in our
personal professional and religious lives our emotions give us an opportunity to take a look at who we are challenges us to help one
another and encourages us to share our thoughts and experiences in poems and stories enjoy feelings by david peter malin maxfield is a
poignant collection of poetry that delves deep into the human heart born in tickhill yorkshire in 1948 maxfield brings a lifetime of
experiences to his work offering a rich tapestry of emotions that resonate with readers of all backgrounds his poems traverse a wide
range of themes from tributes to beloved figures like princess diana and queen elizabeth ii to reflections on nature love loss and the
human condition through his verses maxfield explores life s most profound moments encapsulating the essence of joy sorrow hope and
despair with remarkable clarity and depth his work serves as a testament to the power of poetry to capture the complexities of the
human spirit making feelings a must read for anyone seeking a deeper understanding of the emotional landscapes we all navigate
whether it s the raw emotion of suicide and lonely heart or the uplifting spirit of spring love and first christmas each poem in this
collection is a window into the soul offering a unique perspective on life s many facets this book is a journey through the heart crafted
by a poet who writes with authenticity and passion a selection of poems from around the world about all kinds of feelings suggested
level junior primary how does one summarize an eclectic collection of words that express the jumbled sets of complex emotions
spanning a lifetime what they mean to those who were the motivation for their creation cannot begin to be expressed to mere readers
who happen upon this book as passersby to a recent accident you see the results but needed to have been there to fully feel the impact
on your emotions yet poetry like art of a more physical nature has meaning to each of us on our own level it is with that thought in
mind that the author submits these poems to the world if nothing is gained from the reading but a single laugh a solitary tear or one
knowing nod of the head then the job will have been worth the doing please walk the path of life a little less quickly and hug those
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you love a bit more often this book is about poems of everyday life struggles heartaches and pain these poems are written to show your
feelings that you may feel alone scared and even lost but in the end you are not any of these things you have the will and love to get
through your life struggles the realities of everyday life can be accomplished if you give it a try so strive forward and understand you
are not a victim so be inspired to write your word bring back the entitlement you deserve love yourself and say i can do this i m not
alone have you ever struggled to understand a poem help is at hand good poetry can stir a reader s emotions and fire their imagination
the titles in this series give the reader the key to unlock poetry to explore the poem s meaning and to find out about the techniques
poets use to create an effect poems on themes including moods families friendship bad feelings and suffering emotions of love presents a
poetry collection about love confusion and the challenging decisions one has to make in life each verse considers what is right for each
of us at any particular moment in our lives there are no true answers in this poetry only author r l canham s explanations of his
emotions and explorations of how he feels perhaps you ve felt the same or been in similar situations when canham began writing
poetry he wanted simply to say i love you to someone special he did so and the lady in question loved his poems as time went on
however some things changed as all things do he turned to poetry to explore life and the challenges that each of us face from the
beauty of love to the pain of the last goodbye canham captures the thoughts and feelings that shape our world our life to hold her hand
to walk with her to see her smile to hear her laugh to kiss her with such desire to hold her in my arms to feel her warmth to fall
asleep in each other s arms to share the wonder of what life will bring us to know one day that our hearts are one to live and love like
no other to know at last that fate has won about the book feelings of mine by imtiyaz gull this poetry book is organized around the
concept of felling of a invigorating poet it provides a coverage of nostalgia like love peace harmony this book contains poems that are in
conversion with one another unified by theme style metaphors choice of poetic form and placed in a meticulous and deliberate order in
this vary book the poet has written on different genres for instance on women molestation social issue feminism mothers unconditional
love he has portraying his feelings very well in nutshell this book is worth to read bashir ahmad the 100 unspoken feelings is a
collection of poems and feelings running in my mind for the past one year which are feelings that i want to share with one person but
i am afraid to reveal these feelings to that person whenever i see that person face my words are vaporized so i decide to write this book
to share my feelings in this book one poem will make you happy one poem will make you cry one poem will make you move on one
poem will make you think about your decision one poem will heal you one poem will make you suffer one poem will tell you about
the true love and one poem will tell you about the destiny this book tells you every feeling that one person going in a phase of a
complex relationship complex bonds a girl and boy can face in their lives wonderful reading for those who have had their hearts
stomped on and shreded and tossed aside for those who have experienced the ultimate highs of being in love and those who have yet to
ponder the depths of the heart and love carmen v stern other books include from wife to dominatrix love lust desire heart hammer the
adventures of mistress carmen and coming soon god is in the details a bold new anthology of poems that contend with the most
extreme human emotions from former poet laureate robert pinsky despair mania rage guilt derangement fantasy poetry is our most
intimate personal source for the urgency of these experiences poems get under our skin they engage with the balm and the sting of
understanding in the mind has cliffs of fall its title inspired by a gerard manley hopkins poem acclaimed poet robert pinsky gives us
more than 130 poems that explore emotion at its most expansive distinct and profound with seven illuminating chapters and succinct
headnotes for each poem pinsky leads us through the book s sweeping historical range each chapter with contents chronologically
presented from shakespeare to terrance hayes dante to patricia lockwood shows the persistence and variation in our states of mind the
sleep of reason explores sanity and the imagination moving from william cowper s lines written during a time of insanity to nicole
sealey s a violence grief includes walt whitman s when lilacs last in the door yard bloom d and marie howe s what the living do and
manic laughter highlights both lewis carroll and martín espada each poem reveals something new about the vastness of human emotion
taken together they offer a sweeping ode to the power of poetry guided by our finest living example of the american civic poet new
york times the mind has cliffs of fall demonstrates how extreme feelings can be complementary and contradicting and how poetry is
not just an expression of emotion but emotion itself this book is about poems of everyday life struggles heartaches and pain these poems
are written to show your feelings that you may feel alone scared and even lost but in the end you are not any of these things you have
the will and love to get through your life struggles the realities of everyday life can be accomplished if you give it a try so strive
forward and understand you are not a victim so be inspired to write your word bring back the entitlement you deserve love yourself
and say i can do this i m not alone i sang yesterday and i am still singing people did not see my art yet i put it on the pages of my book
all my dreams and my sorrows every word will show the readers what was running in my deep feelings dr nabil el halawany canvas
of feelings comprises 25 distinct poems each a vivid portrayal of the intricate tapestry of human emotions residing within the heart s
chambers within these verses readers will delve into a rich array of feelings drawn from the depths of the human experience some
poems explore the rawness of dejection laying bare the ache of shattered expectations others delve into the tender tendrils of love
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weaving tales of affection and longing moreover amidst these verses lie poignant reflections on heartbreak capturing the agony and
resilience that accompanies fractured emotions through these varied themes the collection endeavors to offer a panoramic view of the
diverse emotional landscapes that shape and define our lives the book is a profound voyage through the intricacies of human emotions
and experiences each poem within its pages is a brushstroke painting a vivid canvas of experiences capturing moments both fleeting
and eternal a daring and intimate new book by the poet and memoirist nick flynn a champion of contemporary american poetry
newpages the take from his bank jobs all of it will come to me if i can just get him to draw me a map if i can find the tree if i can find
the shovel and the house the mansion he grew up in soon a lawyer will pass a key across a walnut desk but even this lawyer will not
be able to tell me where this mansion is from kafka in my feelings nick flynn makes no claims on anyone else s these poems inhabit a
continually shifting sense of selfhood in the attempt to contain quicksilver realms of emotional energy from grief and panic to gratitude
and understanding this book is filled from cover to cover with emotions poetry that tells a story or explains how you feel although
these poems might be my emotions i m sure you will be able to relate wishes dreams reality all on these pages enjoy a collection of
poems by the renowned beat poet gregory corso gregory corso s collection of poems contains works of major proportions the title poem
is a tribute to jack kerouac fusing a memorial to the poet s dead friend with a bitter lament for the present state of america the second
major work the geometric poem published previously in a limited edition by fernanda pivano in italy is a complex visionary
restatement of themes from ancient egyptian religion reproduced in facsimile from corso s handwritten sheets his marginal decorations
drawings and glyphs are included the balance of the book is drawn from his shorter poems corso s reputation as a leading poet and co
founder of the beat movement is clearly upheld in these poems his instinct for integrated lyrical statement his special contribution to
beat poetry is as strong as ever his sense of humor and sexuality have not diminished but he has added a wider ranging moral urgency
and a new depth of humane solicitude that hold even his strangest visions close to the heart of contemporary feeling this is a collection
of poems written by rasul mobley rasul believes that poetry is the song of the soul the book is entitled room full of emotions it covers an
array of emotions i e appreciation love loneliness encouragement searching and reflecting through his writing rasul has given life to
the many emotions that people feel these emotions have taken on the form of peoplethey have embodied qualities and have a life of
their own and because we all have feelings rasul hopes that in his book of poems every reader will identify with a poem emotion that
they too have felt feelings crowding around me bubbling to the surface these mixed emotions have a hold on me express them through
the words of each poem before these feelings eat away at me filling these holes of the parts taken from me with empty vices these are
a heady mix of 130 poems and prose this book contains some explicit language keywords raw emotion complicated mixed feelings
poetry about life personal poetry united states american poetry poems modern contemporary poetry poems contemporary american
poetry mental health poetry modern adult poetry love and loss letting go poetry poems about loss passionate poetry african american
poetry latino hispanic american poetry 21st century poetry poems new adult poetry provocative poetry provocative poems a collection
of feelings is a book of original poetry by samantha leard the book was written as a project for leard s english class but also as a way to
share her work with others the poems in this book are about things that are difficult to talk about but they are real issues that people
face samantha leard wrote this book in hopes to help those who are hurting and to show them that they aren t alone emotions in verse
is a collection of poems that deal with several topics particularly the feelings and emotions that these feelings evoke in the depths of the
soul love is the engine of existence it overwhelms exalts makes happiness it causes pain changes our lives but remains the most intense
feeling that the human soul can experience the author in her poems has sought to capture the various facets of love because poetry is
the unfolding of the soul it is to let feelings love passions memories flow in total freedom by emotion for umberto saba poetry is what
helps us endure the sufferings of life making us rediscover the possibility of being serene and hoping for the future emotions in verse is
a text that invites you to reflect on what the author has translated into poetry and why not to dream trying to awaken in the reader
the most sensitive and emotional part maurica obbietti was born and lives in genoa after graduating from classical high school she
studied mathematics at the university of genoa her love for literature writing and her dreamy soul led her to write her first collection
of poems emotions in verse poems she is also passionate about music and computer science emotions in poetry by daniel m garrett
emotions in poetry is a poetry book that reflects upon the different emotions people all experience on a day to day basis poems in this
book are based on morals that daniel has learned and personal philosophies that he has developed throughout his life some poems reflect
experiences that he has dealt with such as his views on politics relationships with family friends and intimate relationships too he hopes
everyone who reads this book finds something that motivates or inspires them to believe that all things are possible if you are willing
to try an african proverb states when a man knows his proverbs he can reconcile his differences a similar sentiment can be said about
poetry if a man knows his poetry he can overcome heavy burdens and add flavor to life experiences the poems in this book were born
out of my experiences with romance love joy happiness pain fear sadness and anxiety emotions all people experiences the poetry in this
book is far more than just words these words are a life force captured from moments in time much like images caught on a video tape
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or music recorded on a cd this book looks at intimate daily experiences and the natural world around us reflect meditate and ponder to
look for hidden truth and meaning in each poem step into the world of in depth feelings along with the ecstasy of expression amazing
bored excited magical naughty sad zestful you can feel any way you like in this exciting collection of poems about feelings from a to z
exploring all kinds of moods and emotions the poems are by a stellar and culturally diverse group of poets including siegfried sassoon
carol ann duffy benjamin zephaniah grace nichols john agard jack prelutsky kwame dawes raymond mccormack ee cummings kit
wright and michael rosen with atmospheric luminous illustrations on every page in january of 1989 we shared an event that changed
our life marriage and family we attended a worldwide marriage encounter weekend this experience can make a good marriage great
since making an anniversary weekend in 2008 i began to write poetry again on a regular basis to regina some of this poetry is here
along with some pictures taken along the way enjoy sea of sentiments is a poetry book dealing with emotions feelings sentiments
experiences and everything happening around us every action and reaction follows up with feelings just as happiness held is a seed
happiness shared we are in a sea of feelings floating in the emotions each poem can be relatable to anyone who has ever been through it
happy reading broad in scope generous in spirit and wittily accompanied by risbridger s commentary sarah perry author of the essex
serpent set me on fire is an anthology for a new moment in poetry a collection of fresh vibrant voices from poets all over the globe both
living and dead with an intuitive accessible feelings first format these are poems for the moments when you really need to know that
someone else has been there too these are poems about eating and kissing and having too many feelings about being outside and inside
and loving someone so much you think you might die they are about break ups and getting back together and oh god it s complicated
don t ask me moments they are about wanting and waiting and having about grieving and life after death and the end of the world
they are in other words about being alive this my first book of verse was published in 1987 i have revised it added an introduction to
each poem and brought the writing up to current standards it contains 44 rhymed poems 8 of which are sonnets love and longing are
the main themes that permeate this youthful work if ren descartes had been a poet he might have said i feel therefore i am if life is not
felt then for the poet it does not exist feelings are our windows to the world through them we love hate desire fight flee find
happiness joy romance satisfaction sadness and most importantly develop impressions beauty is felt not seen we see many things all the
time but one has to feel things to perceive them as beautiful moreover all artistic creations are but renditions of our feelings and
perceptions the satisfaction we derive from any art form is through the feelings it evokes in us art emanates from feelings and evokes
feelings poetry is one art form where feelings can be accurately recorded and in turn reciprocally evoked when you appreciate a poem
you really appreciate the feelings it evokes in you it may make you feel love sadness nostalgia pity anger beauty or it may remind you
of past feelings experiences impressions and states the poet does not always feel more deeply than others the poet has the gift to record
feelings in such a way that whoever reads or hears these recordings has similar feelings evoked feelings are emotions and emotions are
the basis for all human values if something is important to us we really are saying that we feel that it is valuable and significant
without feelings we cannot evaluate judge react experience life have faith in god or believe in anyone or anything feelings fuel life
they provide us with zest zeal energy enthusiasm and color honor shame pride fear patriotism character honesty right wrong and all
the spectra of human laws histories wars cults religions and civilizations are based on feelings feelings are not only important they also
are very personal emotions i cannot understand a poem without some insight into the time place and circumstances under which it was
written in order to be able to identify with his or her feelings and appreciate their depth and beauty i also need to know something
about the life and personality of the poet therefore i have provided for every poem an appropriate introduction to elucidate the
emotional setting and the metaphorical meaning moreover i have arranged the poems chronologically to allow the reader to see the
inevitable growth and change that occur with time finally my poetry has rhyme and rhythm if it is read correctly there is a lot of
music in it that adds to its beauty and makes it easier to remember these poems are feelings put to music via words they are condensed
concentrated intense and provocative to be appreciated they should be recited and heard reading them quietly or alone tempers their
impact like all forms of art poetry thrives only when there is a good audience i wish i could read them to all of you the poem once
upon a smile was his first to write something he wanted to put on paper or record it s a poem about a smile it describes the person who
wears it a smile that s innocent humble meek shy and a submitting look well the smile did it it ended up being the author s wife the
poem hope is all about precious moments in desires dreams happiness and hope a sentimental mood is a total romantic fantasy poem it
takes one to the soft clouds of blissful desires and pleasant moments rumor has it is a romantic fantasy hoping it would really come to be
true sail into the sunset is then again a romantic fantasy believing to sail into the sunset to your dreams with a smile still waters on my
shore are feelings about one s love that s lost and one s anguish and sadness that s suffocating to live but surviving to live that hopeless
hope that of his desperate lost love that one day he would hear the words i love you again just for a while summer breeze is a poem of
admiration of a person who is in love with the person fantasizes the love and affection within sunsets to your dreams is a poem about
one s love lost and has anger and frustration venting out feeling utter bitterness tears and raindrops is poem about a person who has
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seen life in its brightest moments and saddest times knows the difference of a happy life but nevertheless reminiscences times when
there were moments of tears of happiness and even pain tulips and roses is a romantic poem of love toward his loved one warm arms is
a total romantic fantasy poem who believes his loved one is in love with him winter moon is a poem about a sad lonely person
reflecting pleasant times and good memories he lived in but even in his sadness he still loves his loved one very close to his heart a
happy sigh is a poem is about a contrast of feelings of hopeful wishes and pleasant memories broken hearts and smiles of joy tears and
hope selfish deeds and restless kind dark secrets and doubtful minds and thoughts of fond memories and precious moments all is not fair
in love war is a poem about love and longing for love that is lost justifying that love is very precious and holy or pure happiness and
contentment as it was not so he demand and pleads with god why it s so and laments in justifying himself why did god make love so
unfair and mean and weeps for his lost love lightning strike is a poem of one s feelings of love fantasy o grace is a prayer pleading with
god to bless one with goodness grace peace and tranquility seriously thoughtless driving is a poem about the consequences of drunk
driving and one who s disturbed with anguish anger and anxiety sultry summers is about lazy feelings and simple moments on a cool
summer s day on the beach a gentleman to the core is about a god fearing gentleman and his goodness and humbleness which one
would love to own excerpt from fancies and feelings original poems collected and edited the following poems on various subjects were
written from time to time without any view to publication about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of
the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works
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Poems of Feelings 2023-07-10 poems covering large amounts of different feelings
Mixed Feelings 2019-09-17 in mixed feelings avan jogia explores his complicated emotions around race identity religion and family
through poetry and imagery drawing on the author s own life story as well as interviews he s conducted with friends and strangers
mixed feelings serves as a dialogue starter for difficult topics that now more than ever need to be discussed
All the Feelings of Love 2014-12-09 often more than not we try to put our love experience into words i have collected all of mine and
done just that it has been done all around the world for centuries in millions of books but what is unique and new however is my
perspective of love i have been writing my accounts of love since i was a young girl i have seen the love my grandfather gave my
grandmother till he passed away the love my parents never gave each other the love of a friend and many more i have seen them all
and experienced some they are the best and the worst of life and i still have more yet to endure my experiences are not only mine
many of us have been through such events that are similar and maybe you will find that one in my book i hope my book will open the
minds of the world so that they can see love in its many different forms feelings and identities love is not just a four letter word to be
thrown around as if it has no meaning or life itself my stories and songs of love speak to anyone who has ever been touched by love
even if you haven t you will be able to understand what i feel and know that love will come and touch you soon
My Feelings Unlocked 2013-09 my feelings unlocked a collection of poems from my heart presents a collection of poems written by
author patrick schady over the past few years most of them are dedicated to his family because that is the only way he knows how to
convey his love to them his family however represents the most important aspect of his life and this collection gives voice to his
deepest emotions regarding all of them his pen is the key that unlocks his true feelings accordingly the first part of this collection is
devoted to and for his family offering a very emotional experience the second part of this collection chronicles events that have taken
place in his life that caused him to reflect upon them and transcribe his true feelings into rhyme my feelings unlocked shares an
emotional journey of the heart to a source of unconditional love the family
Feelings Poetry 2012-05-03 all poetry no matter what genre has to come from the heart for without feeling behind the words then the
words are but shallow empty shells upon the page poetry has to be felt by the writer in order to pass on that same feeling to the reader
of the piece in feelings poetry author gary mclauchlan presents a poignant collection of poems that expresses his innermost feelings
deep within his heart
Let Me Express My Feelings 2017-08-30 growing up i have always had a desire to write poetry it has become my greatest passion
there is nothing that compasses to expressing your true feelings of the heart i give god all the glory for my ability to do so these poems
are about being open and honest when expressing your feelings for the one that you love without any hesitations and if your feelings
are real there shouldnt be love is a real emotion that should not be toyed with after you read this book read it again let it enter your
mind and soul love is a powerful thing there is a lot that i could say but i would like for you to read it for yourself and your feelings
and emotions will automatically enhance because i feel it too
Emotions 2015-07-17 emotions is a book of poems and poem stories on feelings yours mine and ours sensitivities called to mind by the
highs and lows good and bad honest and warm feelings we experience emotions help us to get in touch with the pains joys and passions
we encounter in our personal professional and religious lives our emotions give us an opportunity to take a look at who we are
challenges us to help one another and encourages us to share our thoughts and experiences in poems and stories enjoy
Feelings 2024-03-28 feelings by david peter malin maxfield is a poignant collection of poetry that delves deep into the human heart
born in tickhill yorkshire in 1948 maxfield brings a lifetime of experiences to his work offering a rich tapestry of emotions that resonate
with readers of all backgrounds his poems traverse a wide range of themes from tributes to beloved figures like princess diana and
queen elizabeth ii to reflections on nature love loss and the human condition through his verses maxfield explores life s most profound
moments encapsulating the essence of joy sorrow hope and despair with remarkable clarity and depth his work serves as a testament to
the power of poetry to capture the complexities of the human spirit making feelings a must read for anyone seeking a deeper
understanding of the emotional landscapes we all navigate whether it s the raw emotion of suicide and lonely heart or the uplifting
spirit of spring love and first christmas each poem in this collection is a window into the soul offering a unique perspective on life s
many facets this book is a journey through the heart crafted by a poet who writes with authenticity and passion
Poems about Feelings 1994 a selection of poems from around the world about all kinds of feelings suggested level junior primary
Poems for You about Me, My Friends and Our Emotions 2003-10 how does one summarize an eclectic collection of words that express
the jumbled sets of complex emotions spanning a lifetime what they mean to those who were the motivation for their creation cannot
begin to be expressed to mere readers who happen upon this book as passersby to a recent accident you see the results but needed to
have been there to fully feel the impact on your emotions yet poetry like art of a more physical nature has meaning to each of us on
our own level it is with that thought in mind that the author submits these poems to the world if nothing is gained from the reading
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but a single laugh a solitary tear or one knowing nod of the head then the job will have been worth the doing please walk the path of
life a little less quickly and hug those you love a bit more often
Poems of Moments and Feelings 2020-05-01 this book is about poems of everyday life struggles heartaches and pain these poems are
written to show your feelings that you may feel alone scared and even lost but in the end you are not any of these things you have the
will and love to get through your life struggles the realities of everyday life can be accomplished if you give it a try so strive forward
and understand you are not a victim so be inspired to write your word bring back the entitlement you deserve love yourself and say i
can do this i m not alone
Poems about Emotions 2014 have you ever struggled to understand a poem help is at hand good poetry can stir a reader s emotions and
fire their imagination the titles in this series give the reader the key to unlock poetry to explore the poem s meaning and to find out
about the techniques poets use to create an effect
I'm in a Mood Today 2000 poems on themes including moods families friendship bad feelings and suffering
Emotions of Love 2013-07 emotions of love presents a poetry collection about love confusion and the challenging decisions one has to
make in life each verse considers what is right for each of us at any particular moment in our lives there are no true answers in this
poetry only author r l canham s explanations of his emotions and explorations of how he feels perhaps you ve felt the same or been in
similar situations when canham began writing poetry he wanted simply to say i love you to someone special he did so and the lady in
question loved his poems as time went on however some things changed as all things do he turned to poetry to explore life and the
challenges that each of us face from the beauty of love to the pain of the last goodbye canham captures the thoughts and feelings that
shape our world our life to hold her hand to walk with her to see her smile to hear her laugh to kiss her with such desire to hold her
in my arms to feel her warmth to fall asleep in each other s arms to share the wonder of what life will bring us to know one day that
our hearts are one to live and love like no other to know at last that fate has won
Oxford Reading Tree Poetry 1995-07-01 about the book feelings of mine by imtiyaz gull this poetry book is organized around the
concept of felling of a invigorating poet it provides a coverage of nostalgia like love peace harmony this book contains poems that are in
conversion with one another unified by theme style metaphors choice of poetic form and placed in a meticulous and deliberate order in
this vary book the poet has written on different genres for instance on women molestation social issue feminism mothers unconditional
love he has portraying his feelings very well in nutshell this book is worth to read bashir ahmad
Feelings Of Mine 2021-10-25 the 100 unspoken feelings is a collection of poems and feelings running in my mind for the past one year
which are feelings that i want to share with one person but i am afraid to reveal these feelings to that person whenever i see that
person face my words are vaporized so i decide to write this book to share my feelings in this book one poem will make you happy one
poem will make you cry one poem will make you move on one poem will make you think about your decision one poem will heal
you one poem will make you suffer one poem will tell you about the true love and one poem will tell you about the destiny this book
tells you every feeling that one person going in a phase of a complex relationship complex bonds a girl and boy can face in their lives
The 100 Unspoken Feelings 2021-11-09 wonderful reading for those who have had their hearts stomped on and shreded and tossed
aside for those who have experienced the ultimate highs of being in love and those who have yet to ponder the depths of the heart and
love carmen v stern other books include from wife to dominatrix love lust desire heart hammer the adventures of mistress carmen and
coming soon god is in the details
Feelings from My Heart 2011-02-23 a bold new anthology of poems that contend with the most extreme human emotions from former
poet laureate robert pinsky despair mania rage guilt derangement fantasy poetry is our most intimate personal source for the urgency
of these experiences poems get under our skin they engage with the balm and the sting of understanding in the mind has cliffs of fall
its title inspired by a gerard manley hopkins poem acclaimed poet robert pinsky gives us more than 130 poems that explore emotion at
its most expansive distinct and profound with seven illuminating chapters and succinct headnotes for each poem pinsky leads us
through the book s sweeping historical range each chapter with contents chronologically presented from shakespeare to terrance hayes
dante to patricia lockwood shows the persistence and variation in our states of mind the sleep of reason explores sanity and the
imagination moving from william cowper s lines written during a time of insanity to nicole sealey s a violence grief includes walt
whitman s when lilacs last in the door yard bloom d and marie howe s what the living do and manic laughter highlights both lewis
carroll and martín espada each poem reveals something new about the vastness of human emotion taken together they offer a sweeping
ode to the power of poetry guided by our finest living example of the american civic poet new york times the mind has cliffs of fall
demonstrates how extreme feelings can be complementary and contradicting and how poetry is not just an expression of emotion but
emotion itself
The Mind Has Cliffs of Fall: Poems at the Extremes of Feeling 2019-10-22 this book is about poems of everyday life struggles heartaches
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and pain these poems are written to show your feelings that you may feel alone scared and even lost but in the end you are not any of
these things you have the will and love to get through your life struggles the realities of everyday life can be accomplished if you give
it a try so strive forward and understand you are not a victim so be inspired to write your word bring back the entitlement you
deserve love yourself and say i can do this i m not alone
Poems of Moments and Feelings 2020-05 i sang yesterday and i am still singing people did not see my art yet i put it on the pages of
my book all my dreams and my sorrows every word will show the readers what was running in my deep feelings dr nabil el
halawany
Waves of Emotion 2014-05 canvas of feelings comprises 25 distinct poems each a vivid portrayal of the intricate tapestry of human
emotions residing within the heart s chambers within these verses readers will delve into a rich array of feelings drawn from the
depths of the human experience some poems explore the rawness of dejection laying bare the ache of shattered expectations others
delve into the tender tendrils of love weaving tales of affection and longing moreover amidst these verses lie poignant reflections on
heartbreak capturing the agony and resilience that accompanies fractured emotions through these varied themes the collection
endeavors to offer a panoramic view of the diverse emotional landscapes that shape and define our lives the book is a profound voyage
through the intricacies of human emotions and experiences each poem within its pages is a brushstroke painting a vivid canvas of
experiences capturing moments both fleeting and eternal
Feelings 1981-05-01 a daring and intimate new book by the poet and memoirist nick flynn a champion of contemporary american
poetry newpages the take from his bank jobs all of it will come to me if i can just get him to draw me a map if i can find the tree if i
can find the shovel and the house the mansion he grew up in soon a lawyer will pass a key across a walnut desk but even this lawyer
will not be able to tell me where this mansion is from kafka in my feelings nick flynn makes no claims on anyone else s these poems
inhabit a continually shifting sense of selfhood in the attempt to contain quicksilver realms of emotional energy from grief and panic to
gratitude and understanding
Canvas of Feelings 2024-02-04 this book is filled from cover to cover with emotions poetry that tells a story or explains how you feel
although these poems might be my emotions i m sure you will be able to relate wishes dreams reality all on these pages enjoy
My Feelings 2015-06-02 a collection of poems by the renowned beat poet gregory corso gregory corso s collection of poems contains
works of major proportions the title poem is a tribute to jack kerouac fusing a memorial to the poet s dead friend with a bitter lament
for the present state of america the second major work the geometric poem published previously in a limited edition by fernanda
pivano in italy is a complex visionary restatement of themes from ancient egyptian religion reproduced in facsimile from corso s
handwritten sheets his marginal decorations drawings and glyphs are included the balance of the book is drawn from his shorter poems
corso s reputation as a leading poet and co founder of the beat movement is clearly upheld in these poems his instinct for integrated
lyrical statement his special contribution to beat poetry is as strong as ever his sense of humor and sexuality have not diminished but he
has added a wider ranging moral urgency and a new depth of humane solicitude that hold even his strangest visions close to the heart
of contemporary feeling
Love of Poetry 2012-02 this is a collection of poems written by rasul mobley rasul believes that poetry is the song of the soul the book is
entitled room full of emotions it covers an array of emotions i e appreciation love loneliness encouragement searching and reflecting
through his writing rasul has given life to the many emotions that people feel these emotions have taken on the form of peoplethey
have embodied qualities and have a life of their own and because we all have feelings rasul hopes that in his book of poems every
reader will identify with a poem emotion that they too have felt
Elegiac Feelings American: Poetry 1970-01-17 feelings crowding around me bubbling to the surface these mixed emotions have a hold
on me express them through the words of each poem before these feelings eat away at me filling these holes of the parts taken from
me with empty vices these are a heady mix of 130 poems and prose this book contains some explicit language keywords raw emotion
complicated mixed feelings poetry about life personal poetry united states american poetry poems modern contemporary poetry poems
contemporary american poetry mental health poetry modern adult poetry love and loss letting go poetry poems about loss passionate
poetry african american poetry latino hispanic american poetry 21st century poetry poems new adult poetry provocative poetry
provocative poems
Room Full of Emotions 2016-12-26 a collection of feelings is a book of original poetry by samantha leard the book was written as a
project for leard s english class but also as a way to share her work with others the poems in this book are about things that are difficult
to talk about but they are real issues that people face samantha leard wrote this book in hopes to help those who are hurting and to show
them that they aren t alone
Crowded Feelings 2021-03-01 emotions in verse is a collection of poems that deal with several topics particularly the feelings and
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emotions that these feelings evoke in the depths of the soul love is the engine of existence it overwhelms exalts makes happiness it
causes pain changes our lives but remains the most intense feeling that the human soul can experience the author in her poems has
sought to capture the various facets of love because poetry is the unfolding of the soul it is to let feelings love passions memories flow in
total freedom by emotion for umberto saba poetry is what helps us endure the sufferings of life making us rediscover the possibility of
being serene and hoping for the future emotions in verse is a text that invites you to reflect on what the author has translated into
poetry and why not to dream trying to awaken in the reader the most sensitive and emotional part maurica obbietti was born and lives
in genoa after graduating from classical high school she studied mathematics at the university of genoa her love for literature writing
and her dreamy soul led her to write her first collection of poems emotions in verse poems she is also passionate about music and
computer science
A Collection of Feelings 2019-05-17 emotions in poetry by daniel m garrett emotions in poetry is a poetry book that reflects upon the
different emotions people all experience on a day to day basis poems in this book are based on morals that daniel has learned and
personal philosophies that he has developed throughout his life some poems reflect experiences that he has dealt with such as his views
on politics relationships with family friends and intimate relationships too he hopes everyone who reads this book finds something that
motivates or inspires them to believe that all things are possible if you are willing to try
Emotions in Verse 2017-09-23 an african proverb states when a man knows his proverbs he can reconcile his differences a similar
sentiment can be said about poetry if a man knows his poetry he can overcome heavy burdens and add flavor to life experiences the
poems in this book were born out of my experiences with romance love joy happiness pain fear sadness and anxiety emotions all people
experiences the poetry in this book is far more than just words these words are a life force captured from moments in time much like
images caught on a video tape or music recorded on a cd this book looks at intimate daily experiences and the natural world around us
reflect meditate and ponder to look for hidden truth and meaning in each poem step into the world of in depth feelings along with the
ecstasy of expression
Emotions In Poetry 2021-10-29 amazing bored excited magical naughty sad zestful you can feel any way you like in this exciting
collection of poems about feelings from a to z exploring all kinds of moods and emotions the poems are by a stellar and culturally diverse
group of poets including siegfried sassoon carol ann duffy benjamin zephaniah grace nichols john agard jack prelutsky kwame dawes
raymond mccormack ee cummings kit wright and michael rosen with atmospheric luminous illustrations on every page
Feelings of a Poet 2008-07 in january of 1989 we shared an event that changed our life marriage and family we attended a worldwide
marriage encounter weekend this experience can make a good marriage great since making an anniversary weekend in 2008 i began
to write poetry again on a regular basis to regina some of this poetry is here along with some pictures taken along the way enjoy
A is Amazing! 2013-03-26 sea of sentiments is a poetry book dealing with emotions feelings sentiments experiences and everything
happening around us every action and reaction follows up with feelings just as happiness held is a seed happiness shared we are in a sea
of feelings floating in the emotions each poem can be relatable to anyone who has ever been through it happy reading
Feelings from the Heart 2012-10-04 broad in scope generous in spirit and wittily accompanied by risbridger s commentary sarah perry
author of the essex serpent set me on fire is an anthology for a new moment in poetry a collection of fresh vibrant voices from poets all
over the globe both living and dead with an intuitive accessible feelings first format these are poems for the moments when you really
need to know that someone else has been there too these are poems about eating and kissing and having too many feelings about being
outside and inside and loving someone so much you think you might die they are about break ups and getting back together and oh
god it s complicated don t ask me moments they are about wanting and waiting and having about grieving and life after death and the
end of the world they are in other words about being alive
Sea of Sentiments 2019-12-05 this my first book of verse was published in 1987 i have revised it added an introduction to each poem and
brought the writing up to current standards it contains 44 rhymed poems 8 of which are sonnets love and longing are the main themes
that permeate this youthful work if ren descartes had been a poet he might have said i feel therefore i am if life is not felt then for the
poet it does not exist feelings are our windows to the world through them we love hate desire fight flee find happiness joy romance
satisfaction sadness and most importantly develop impressions beauty is felt not seen we see many things all the time but one has to feel
things to perceive them as beautiful moreover all artistic creations are but renditions of our feelings and perceptions the satisfaction we
derive from any art form is through the feelings it evokes in us art emanates from feelings and evokes feelings poetry is one art form
where feelings can be accurately recorded and in turn reciprocally evoked when you appreciate a poem you really appreciate the
feelings it evokes in you it may make you feel love sadness nostalgia pity anger beauty or it may remind you of past feelings
experiences impressions and states the poet does not always feel more deeply than others the poet has the gift to record feelings in such
a way that whoever reads or hears these recordings has similar feelings evoked feelings are emotions and emotions are the basis for all
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human values if something is important to us we really are saying that we feel that it is valuable and significant without feelings we
cannot evaluate judge react experience life have faith in god or believe in anyone or anything feelings fuel life they provide us with
zest zeal energy enthusiasm and color honor shame pride fear patriotism character honesty right wrong and all the spectra of human
laws histories wars cults religions and civilizations are based on feelings feelings are not only important they also are very personal
emotions i cannot understand a poem without some insight into the time place and circumstances under which it was written in order
to be able to identify with his or her feelings and appreciate their depth and beauty i also need to know something about the life and
personality of the poet therefore i have provided for every poem an appropriate introduction to elucidate the emotional setting and the
metaphorical meaning moreover i have arranged the poems chronologically to allow the reader to see the inevitable growth and
change that occur with time finally my poetry has rhyme and rhythm if it is read correctly there is a lot of music in it that adds to its
beauty and makes it easier to remember these poems are feelings put to music via words they are condensed concentrated intense and
provocative to be appreciated they should be recited and heard reading them quietly or alone tempers their impact like all forms of art
poetry thrives only when there is a good audience i wish i could read them to all of you
Set Me On Fire 2016-08-01 the poem once upon a smile was his first to write something he wanted to put on paper or record it s a
poem about a smile it describes the person who wears it a smile that s innocent humble meek shy and a submitting look well the smile
did it it ended up being the author s wife the poem hope is all about precious moments in desires dreams happiness and hope a
sentimental mood is a total romantic fantasy poem it takes one to the soft clouds of blissful desires and pleasant moments rumor has it is a
romantic fantasy hoping it would really come to be true sail into the sunset is then again a romantic fantasy believing to sail into the
sunset to your dreams with a smile still waters on my shore are feelings about one s love that s lost and one s anguish and sadness that s
suffocating to live but surviving to live that hopeless hope that of his desperate lost love that one day he would hear the words i love
you again just for a while summer breeze is a poem of admiration of a person who is in love with the person fantasizes the love and
affection within sunsets to your dreams is a poem about one s love lost and has anger and frustration venting out feeling utter bitterness
tears and raindrops is poem about a person who has seen life in its brightest moments and saddest times knows the difference of a happy
life but nevertheless reminiscences times when there were moments of tears of happiness and even pain tulips and roses is a romantic
poem of love toward his loved one warm arms is a total romantic fantasy poem who believes his loved one is in love with him winter
moon is a poem about a sad lonely person reflecting pleasant times and good memories he lived in but even in his sadness he still loves
his loved one very close to his heart a happy sigh is a poem is about a contrast of feelings of hopeful wishes and pleasant memories
broken hearts and smiles of joy tears and hope selfish deeds and restless kind dark secrets and doubtful minds and thoughts of fond
memories and precious moments all is not fair in love war is a poem about love and longing for love that is lost justifying that love is
very precious and holy or pure happiness and contentment as it was not so he demand and pleads with god why it s so and laments in
justifying himself why did god make love so unfair and mean and weeps for his lost love lightning strike is a poem of one s feelings of
love fantasy o grace is a prayer pleading with god to bless one with goodness grace peace and tranquility seriously thoughtless driving
is a poem about the consequences of drunk driving and one who s disturbed with anguish anger and anxiety sultry summers is about
lazy feelings and simple moments on a cool summer s day on the beach a gentleman to the core is about a god fearing gentleman and
his goodness and humbleness which one would love to own
Loves & Lamentations of a Life Watcher 2015-02-21 excerpt from fancies and feelings original poems collected and edited the following
poems on various subjects were written from time to time without any view to publication about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Sentiments from the Heart and Feelings of Fantasy 2004
Feelings 2018-01-30
Fancies and Feelings
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